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185 True High Altitude
SimAngus™ and Simmental Bulls

We hope the new year brings you and your family a great deal of success and ample moisture.  The challenges 
that not only the cattle industry is facing, but our country is facing, never seem to go away. However, higher 
predicted prices for cattle are a welcome sight as we push further into 2022.

Bull sale preparation is in full swing here at the ranch.   The bulls have done great during the development 
process, and considering the drought and a shortage of grass in the summer, these are our highest performing 
bulls to date.  Our first round of PAP testing went sensational and we are eager to PAP the bulls once more prior 
to the sale. 

Once again, these bulls have gone through a magnitude of genetic and performance testing to ensure you are 
getting the best of what we have to offer.  As always, every animal sells with genomic testing and is backed 
by females who have been genomic tested.  We feel the more genomic information stacked in a pedigree, the 
more powerful that information becomes.  In addition, they have all gone through the RightChoice genomic 
screening, which we feel confident serves as a valuable tool to our customers.

Feel free to stop by and view the bulls at the ranch anytime prior to the sale.  We appreciate the confidence our 
customers have placed in our program in the past, and we look forward to meeting new customers.  If we can 
be of any assistance to you, please do not hesitate to give us a call.

Sincerely,
Shane & Beth Temple

THE SHANE AND BETH TEMPLE FAMILY

T-HEART RANCH

YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR PAP TESTED GENETICS  
Leaders in Altitude Genetics - The Temple family proves to be a leader in the beef business in terms of the collection 

of PAP data and supplying altitude-adapted genetics to the high country.  Ultimately, their vast array of data and 
multiple generations of PAP scores that stand behind every bull in the offering can be rivaled by few in the business.  
As PAP tested bulls continue to grow in quantity on the market, past customers will attest the T-Heart bulls are just 
tougher when it comes to withstanding high-altitude conditions.  Every bull in the sale has been through two PAP 

tests and every female on the ranch has a PAP tested dam and her own PAP score, as well.  Likewise, the bulls in the 
offering are not shipped to elevation to be tested.  They are bred, born and developed at 8,000 feet elevation.  If you 
are a cattleman who has struggled with Brisket Disease or elevation, come test a T-Heart bull.  The difference is real!
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T-HEART RANCH

1531J  5/8 SM 3/8 AN  $API 161.6     $TI 79.4
ASA 3893078   GW REMINGTON 914G son. 

PAP 42
1224J  PB SM  $API 151.2     $TI 85.9
ASA 3893315   J-J EAGLE ROCK 920G son. 

PAP 39
1436J  3/4 SM 1/4 AN  $API 141.3     $TI 89
ASA 3893360   TJ GOLD 274G son. 

PAP 39

1053J  PB SM  $API 164.9     $TI 83.6
ASA 3906454   HOOK`S FRONTLINE 40F son. 

PAP 41
J1079  PB SM  $API 160.1     $TI 96
ASA 3951447   CAMP COWBOY WAY C515 son. 

PAP 40
J1100  PB SM  $API 159     $TI 84.4
ASA 3951493   NLC GOSHAWK 37G son. 

PAP 38
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T-HEART RANCH

185 True High Altitude
SimAngus and Simmental Bulls

1482J  1/2 SM 3/8 AN  $API 150.9     $TI 80.5
ASA 3892725   THR COWBOY 9455G son. 

PAP 38
1539J  1/2 SM 1/2 AN  $API 156.7     $TI 88.7
ASA 3892795   IR CAPITALIST E041 son. 

PAP 38
1570J  5/8 SM 3/8 AN  $API 153.7     $TI 85.8
ASA 3892845   THR MOUNTAIN TIME 8441F son. 

PAP 38

1502J  1/2 SM 1/2 AN  $API 142.6     $TI 79.6
ASA 3892853   TJ FLAT IRON 259G son. 

PAP 42
1451J  3/8 SM 5/8 AN  $API 171.5     $TI 98.8
ASA 3892913   HOOK`S EAGLE 6E son. 

PAP 39
1542J  3/8 SM 5/8 AN  $API 173.2     $TI 99.2
ASA 3892921   HOOK`S EAGLE 6E son. 

PAP 41
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HIGH ALTITUDE BULLS FOR HIGH ALTITUDE CATTLEMEN  
The challenges of Bovine Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PAP) remain in the forefront of issues that cattlemen at 

elevation face.  Individual producers can face up to 25% death loss in extreme cases and most issues arise when cattle 
hit the 6,000 feet elevation threshold. Providing genetics who work at those extreme elevations while supplying the 

value needed from a performance standpoint is what T-Heart Ranch has built their program around.
The number of “PAP” tested bulls who enter the marketplace every year continues to grow year by year. The selection 

tool of the PAP score and feeding bulls at elevation for a short period of time in order for bulls to get a PAP score might 
be suitable for some. We appreciate the fact that the industry recognizes the challenges of Brisket Disease. However, 

we feel after decades of running cattle at elevation the best way to provide genetics to cattlemen at elevation, is 
producing genetics that were born bred and developed at elevation.

Our lowest elevation at our ranch is 8,000 feet. Our cowherd never gets a break from the challenges of brisket disease 
and if they can’t make it at 8,000 feet, they simply can’t hang around here. We PAP test our entire cowherd and 

every dam, every grandam, and most great dams have not only proven to work here at the ranch but have received 
a suitable PAP score. Likewise, we PAP test every bull in the offering twice, once at weaning and once in the early 

spring, to ensure the bulls are ready to go to work in the mountains.
Ultimately, if your operation is struggling with Brisket Disease, don’t just buy a PAP tested bull or a guarantee. 

Acquire genetics that come from a herd that is born, bred and developed at elevation.

With Our Lowest elevation at 8,000 feet, 
it is no wonder we can tell customers we have “True High Altitude Cattle”


